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The Course
Tailored Support (TS) provides one-on-one discussions in a confidential setting for individual Flag Officers transitioning into positions of increased responsibility and visibility. TS courses are personalized, 2-4–day, desk-side discussions with NPS faculty and subject matter experts. The agenda for Tailored Support is developed from the unique challenges of the upcoming assignment, from the individual’s preferences based on qualifications and background and incumbent recommendations whenever possible. Follow-up and reach-back support is also available. Examples of modules for Tailored Support:

- Change management/leadership
- Leadership, Diversity, and Performance
- Service contracts: Executive overview
- Knowledge Management and Transfer
- Trends in Asian Economics and Security

Eligibility and participation in TS is coordinated through the N00F Flag Development Office. The Naval Postgraduate School’s Center for Executive Education hosts Tailored Support, although specific cases may be referred to both the Naval War College and to the National Defense University.

Objective/Desired End State
A cadre of Navy flag officers armed with the strategic knowledge, skills and ability to effectively and efficiently assume leadership of a new command.

The Faculty
The TS course utilizes academic experts from Naval Postgraduate School and Naval War College, as well as academic experts from other institutions.

The Location
TS is conducted at either Naval Postgraduate School (Center for Executive Education) or Naval War College.

Who Should Attend?
TS is designed for Navy flag officers at the 1-, 2- or 3-star level. The course can be taken multiple times in a flag officer’s career. Participants should be those who have recently assumed, are under orders to, or anticipate assignment to a new command or senior staff position.

Please secure quotas to the by contacting N00F Flag Development:

LT Daniel Giller at 703.604.5750 or daniel.giller@navy.mil
CDR Nicole DeRamus-Suazo at 703.604.5742 or nicole.deramus-suazoa@navy.mil